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MODULAR PROPERTIES OF RIBBON
ABELIAN CATEGORIES
VOLODIMIR LYUBASHENKO
Abstract. A category N of labeled (oriented) trivalent graphs (nets) or
ribbon graphs is extended by new generators called fusing, braiding, twist
and switch with relations which can be called Moore–Seiberg relations. A
functor to N is constructed from the category Surf of oriented surfaces with
labeled boundary and their homeomorphisms. Given an (eventually non-
semisimple) k-linear abelian ribbon braided category C with some finiteness
conditions we construct a functor from a central extension of N with the set
of labels ObC to k-vector spaces. Composing the functors we get a modular
functor from a central extension of Surf to k-vector spaces.
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 18B30, 18D10, 57N05
Moore and Seiberg’s study [16] on conformal field theory was continued
and developed by Walker [23] from the topological point of view. The
first systematic study in this direction of the example of ŝl(2) was
made by Kohno [5, 6]. A different topological approach was proposed
by Reshetikhin and Turaev [18] (see also [21]). The aim of this article
is to present a categorical point of view on the subject. We use freely
notations and results from the previous papers [9, 10].
We consider a category of surfaces S labeled by a set C, which
Grothendieck calls the Teichmu¨ller’s tower. Its subcategory Surf con-
sists of labeled surfaces and isotopy classes of their homeomorphisms.
Its central extension is denoted ESurf . We give also a definition of a
modular functor.
We show that any ribbon abelian category C, satisfying the axioms
of modularity [10] yields a modular functor ZC : ESurf → k-vect.
Thus, such category deserves to be called modular. Precisely, modu-
larity means the following: C is a noetherian abelian k-linear ribbon
tensor category with finite dimensional k-vector spaces HomC(A,B).
Date:
The research was supported in part by the SERC research grant GR/G 42976.
The detailed version of this paper has been submitted for publication elsewhere.
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In a cocompletion of C there exists a Hopf algebra F =
∫ X∈C
X ⊗X ,ˇ
an automorphism T : F → F and a Hopf pairing ω : F ⊗ F → I (see
[10]) with the kernel Kerω ⊂ F . We require that
(M1) f
def
= F/Kerω is an object of C (“f is finite dimensional”);
(M2) T (Kerω) ⊂ Kerω.
Vice versa, with some assumptions of representability any modular
functor Z : ESurf → k-vect induce on C the structure of a ribbon
category and the functor Z is isomorphic to ZC. So, up to some extent,
our conditions are not only sufficient, but also necessary.
In the case when C is a semisimple abelian category with finite num-
ber of simple objects and Kerω = 0, obtained results generalize those
of Moore and Seiberg [16]. Practically, in this case the obtained func-
tor is the same as constructed by Walker [23] (in dimension two) and
probably coincides with the one of Reshetikhin and Turaev [18]. A new
feature is a possibility to work with non-semisimple categories.
Acknowledgements . I wish to thank V.G. Drinfeld, A. Joyal, T. Kohno,
S. Majid, Y. Soibelman, R. Street for multiple helpful discussions. I am
grateful to L. Breen for his kind hospitality and opportunity to work in
Universite´ Paris-Nord, where some results of this paper were obtained.
More results were obtained, when the author visited C. De Concini at
Scuola Normale Superiore and I express my deep gratitude to him.
1. Introduction
In Section 2 a category of labeled surfaces S and isotopy classes of
their glueing maps is considered. It encompasses the usual category of
surfaces Surf with isotopy classes of homeomorphisms as morphisms.
This is a topological counterpart of Teichmu¨ller’s tower, considered by
Grothendieck [3]. He conjectured that the Teichmu¨ller’s tower can be
described by few essential relations in small genera. These relations
were written by Moore and Seiberg [16].
They are essential relations of the category of ribbon graphs RG
defined in Section 2.2. Ribbon graphs are surfaces with distinguished
intervals at the boundary. The category has infinite number of gen-
erators combined into finite number of classes: topological morphisms
(homeomorphisms and glueings of ribbon graphs), braiding, twists and
switches. Also it has infinite number of relations, which are relatively
trivial and can be considered as commutation relations or as identifi-
cation of generators.
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There is a functor dupl : RG → S. We construct in Section 3 a
functor Surf → RG using the presentations of the mapping class group
Mg,0 by Wajnryb [22] and of the braid group of a closed surface by
Scott [19]. The composition Surf → RG→ S is the natural inclusion.
The conjecture is that the functor dupl is an equivalence between S
and RG.
We describe another category which objects are 1-complexes (graphs)
called nets and morphisms besides maps of graphs include morphisms
of insertion or deletion of a vertex, fusing, braiding, twists and switches.
This category comes in two versions—unoriented N and oriented ON
(Sections 4–6). Both are equivalent to the category of ribbon graphs
RG.
In Section 7 we study central extensions of the last category (in any
form) and define a universal extension EN .
Given an abelian ribbon tensor category C with some finiteness prop-
erties we define a functor on a category EN labeled by objects of C
in Section 9. Composing the functors we get a representation of the
central extension of the category Surf . This is a direct generalization
of Moore and Seiberg’s results [16].
Examples of such categories C can be found in [12]. Besides famil-
iar semisimple abelian categories with finite number of simple objects,
there are other, non-semisimple examples, such as the category of rep-
resentations of a quantum group at a root of unity.
All the relevant categories and functors make part of the following
diagram
Extended ✲ Extended → k-vect
Surfaces Netsy
❄
Surfaces with Trivalent
homeomorphisms Netsy ց ւ y
Surfaces with ← Ribbon ≃ Nets ≃ Oriented
glueings Graphs Nets
Proofs of the obtained results will be published elsewhere [11].
2. Surfaces
2.1. Labeled surfaces. Let C = {A,B,C, ...} be a set of labels with
an involution ·ˇ : C → C. By a labeled surface we shall understand
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the following: a compact oriented surface Σ with a boundary, with a
labelling of boundary circles L : π0(∂Σ)→ C, i 7→ Ai and with a chosen
point xi on i
th boundary circle, i.e. a section x : π0(∂Σ) → ∂Σ of the
projection ∂Σ → π0(∂Σ) is fixed. So we write ∂Σ =
∐
i C i, where a
circle is described as C i = (Ci, Ai, xi).
Definition 2.1. Let Σ, Σ˜ be two labeled surfaces. A continuous sur-
jective mapping f : Σ→ Σ˜ is called glueing, if its restriction to interior
part is an orientation preserving homeomorphism IntΣ → f(Int Σ)
and Σ˜ is a quotient space of Σ with respect to the following equiva-
lence relation ∼ in ∂Σ. We choose in π0(∂Σ) some mutually disjoint
pairs (C ′j, Aj, x
′
j) and (C
′′
j , Aj ,ˇ x
′′
j ) and homeomorphisms φj : C
′
j → C
′′
j
such that φj(x
′
j) = x
′′
j . If φj(x
′) = x′′, we write x′ ∼ x′′. For any
boundary circle (Ci, Ai, xi) in Σ˜ its preimage must have the same la-
bels (f−1(Ci), Ai, f
−1(xi)).
Note that a particular case of a glueing is an orientation, labelling
and distinguished points preserving homeomorphism. Since a compo-
sition of glueings is again a glueing, they form a category.
Definition 2.2. Consider a category S = SC which objects are labeled
surfaces and morphisms are isotopy classes of glueings (an isotopy here
is a continuous family of glueings). The category S is a symmetric
monoidal category with disjoint union as a monoidal product.
Proposition 2.1. The equality gf1 = gf2 of morphisms in the category
S implies f1 = f2 (we shall say that the category S has left cancellations
property).
Proof. Glueings are surjective maps. 
2.2. Ribbon graphs.
Definition 2.3. A ribbon graph is an oriented surface X such that its
each component has a non-empty boundary, equipped with a subset
B ⊂ ∂X homeomorphic to finite disjoint sum of closed intervals, with
a labelling L : π0(B) → C, and with a chosen point in the interior
of each component of B, i.e. with a section x : π0(B) → IntB of the
projection B → π0(B).
Definition 2.4. LetRG be a category which objects are ribbon graphs
and morphisms are isotopy classes of glueings of ribbon graphs. A glue-
ing f : (X1, B1, L1) → (X2, B2, L2) is a continuous surjective orienta-
tion preserving mapping f : X1 → X2, such that the preimage of each
point consists of one or two points and the induced relation ∼ in X1
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(x, y ∈ X1 are equivalent if f(x) = f(y)) reduces to pairwise identifi-
cation of some components of B1 with other components having dual
labels. Distinguished points must be pairwise identified or mapped to
distinguished points, preimage f−1(B2) must be a union of components
of B1, and homeomorphism f : f
−1(B2) → B2 must preserve labeling.
The category RG is a symmetric monoidal category with respect to
disjoint union.
The category RG has left cancellation property.
There is a functor dupl : RG → S called duplication. Having a
ribbon graph X , construct a surface Σ = X ∪ X¯ , where X¯ is a second
copy of X with reversed orientation and ∂X − IntB is identified with
∂X¯ − Int B¯ via “identity map”. Boundary of Σ is the suspension of B
and it obtains labeling from the labeling of B. The chosen points in
B become chosen points in ∂Σ. To each glueing f : X → Y of ribbon
graphs corresponds the glueing f ∪ f¯ : X ∪ X¯ → Y ∪ Y¯ of surfaces.
The duplication functor is injective on morphisms and essentially
surjective on objects. Duplication of the following ribbon graphs (dou-
ble lines mark the subset B ⊂ ∂X)
D0 =✣✢
✤✜
, D1 = ✖✕A , D2 =
A
E
, D3 =
❏
❏❏ ✡
✡✡
❏
❏❏✡✡✡
A
C
E❏
✡
✡
(2.1)
A0 = ✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
, A1 = ✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
A
(2.2)
gives sphere, disk, annulus, pants, torus and torus with one hole corre-
spondingly.
The category S has more morphisms than RG. For instance, the
following are automorphisms of annulus, pants (sphere S2 = C¯ with 3
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holes) and torus with one hole
R : ✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
A
B −−−→ ✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
A
B
✫✪
ω = CωAE :
♠
♠ ♠A E
C
✚✚ ❩❩
−−−→
♠
♠ ♠E A
C
✡✡
❜
❜❜
(2.3)
S : ✒✑✓✏ −−−→ ✒✑✓✏
✗
(2.4)
but not of the ribbon graph they came from. Here additional lines on
annulus, pants and torus start from the chosen points on the boundary.
The additional lines on the left hand side go to the additional lines in
the right hand side under the homeomorphism R, ω or S, which com-
pletely determines its isotopy class. Indeed, when the surface (annulus,
sphere S2 with 3 holes, or torus with 1 hole represented by a square
with identified edges) is cut along additional lines it becomes a disk,
and one knows that a homeomorphism of the boundary of the disk can
be extended to a homeomorphism of the disk unique up to isotopy.
R is called inverse Dehn twist, or shortly twist, ω is called braiding,
S is called switch. Our first goal will be to give a presentation of the
category S over the category RG, i.e. to add new generators of type
R, ω, S to RG and to find relations, which give a category, equivalent
to S.
When we present a symmetric monoidal category with left cancel-
lations D by generators and relations we mean the following: take a
free category F on given generators; consider a minimal multiplicative
equivalence relation ∼ in MorF such that in F/ ∼ given relations
are satisfied; enlarge the multiplicative equivalence relation ∼ to ∼1 so
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that F/ ∼1 were symmetric monoidal category for a priori given ten-
sor product; enlarge the multiplicative equivalence relation ∼1 to ∼2
so that in D = F/ ∼2 any equation gf1 = gf2 with g, f1, f2 ∈ MorD
would imply f1 = f2.
Definition 2.5. Let RG be a symmetric monoidal category with left
cancellations having ribbon graphs as objects and with morphisms gen-
erated over RG by new morphisms described as follows.
Let γ : [0, 1] →֒ X be a curve in a ribbon graph (X,B, L) such that
γ(]0, 1[) ⊂ IntX , γ(0), γ(1) ∈ ∂X −B. Such curve will be called a cut.
We associate with γ([0, 1]) a new morphism Twγ : X → X called twist.
Let h : D3 →֒ X be a continuous orientation preserving map such
that h(∂D3−B3) ⊂ ∂X−B, where hexagon ribbon graph (D3, B3, L3)
is from (2.1) with distinguished interval C. We associate with h a new
morphism Brh : X → X ′ called braiding. Here X ′ is obtained from X
by a surgery. Denote by A,E subintervals of B3 labeled by A,E. Cut
X along h(A) and h(E) and reglue the edges cross-wise preserving the
orientation.
Let j : A1 →֒ X be a continuous orientation preserving map such
that j(∂A1 −B1) ⊂ ∂X −B, where annulus ribbon graph (A1, B1, L1)
is from (2.2). We associate with it a new morphism Sj : X → X called
switch.
These generators are subject to the following relations. If the curve
γ : [0, 1] →֒ X is shrinkable in the class of such curves that γ(0), γ(1) ∈
∂X − B, we set
Twγ = idX .
If the map h : D3 →֒ X can be deformed inside the class of maps with
condition h(∂D3 −B3) ⊂ ∂X −B so that h(A) or h(E) shrinks to one
point we set
Brh = φ : X → X
′
if h(C) shrinks to one point we set
Brh = Tw
−1
γ · φ : X → X
′
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where φ : X → X ′ ∈ RG is the unique up to isotopy homeomorphism
between X and X ′ which is identity outside of the region h(D3) ∪ F
X
γ
✧✦F
h(D3)
and γ : [0, 1] →֒ h(D3) is a curve isotopic to one of non-shrinkable
h(A), h(E), h(C).
For each glueing g : X → Y and a map γ : [0, 1] →֒ X, h : D3 →֒ X
or j : A1 →֒ X the following diagrams commute:
X
Twγ
−−−→ X
g
y yg
Y
Twγg
−−−→ Y
(2.5)
X
Brh−−−→ X ′
g
y yg′
Y
Brhg
−−−→ Y ′
(2.6)
X
Sj
−−−→ X
g
y yg
Y
Sjg
−−−→ Y
(2.7)
where the glueing g′ is defined as composition of surgery in h(A), h(B),
glueing g and surgery in g ◦ h(A), g ◦ h(B). In these diagrams g, g′
denote isotopy classes of glueings g, g′. Particular case when g is isotopic
to identity shows that Twγ, Brh, Sj depend only on isotopy classes of
γ, h, j.
In the case X = D3 there are the following relations
Br2BC = TwA Tw
−1
B Tw
−1
C :
❏
❏❏ ✡
✡✡
❏
❏❏✡✡✡
B
A
C❏
✡
✡
−−→
❏
❏❏ ✡
✡✡
❏
❏❏✡✡✡
B
A
C❏
✡
✡
(2.8)
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Tw−1A =
 ❏
❏❏ ✡
✡✡
❏
❏❏✡✡✡
A
C
B❏
✡
✡
BrAB−−−→
❏
❏❏ ✡
✡✡
❏
❏❏✡✡✡
B
C
A❏
✡
✡
−→
BrAC−−−→
❏
❏❏ ✡
✡✡
❏
❏❏✡✡✡
B
A
C❏
✡
✡
rot
−→
❏
❏❏ ✡
✡✡
❏
❏❏✡✡✡
A
C
B❏
✡
✡
 (2.9)
Tw−1B =
 ❏
❏❏ ✡
✡✡
❏
❏❏✡✡✡
A
C
B❏
✡
✡
BrAB−−−→
❏
❏❏ ✡
✡✡
❏
❏❏✡✡✡
B
C
A❏
✡
✡
−→
BrCB−−−→
❏
❏❏ ✡
✡✡
❏
❏❏✡✡✡
C
B
A❏
✡
✡
rot−1
−−−→
❏
❏❏ ✡
✡✡
❏
❏❏✡✡✡
A
C
B❏
✡
✡
 (2.10)
Here BrAB stands for Brid, similarly BrAC , BrCD are defined and rot
denotes a morphism from RG, rotation by 2π/3.
There are two relations for X = D4 = a disk with 4 intervals marked
on the boundary:
❅
❅  
 
❅
❅ 
 
D
A B
C
Z
Y DBr
±1
Y C−−−−→
❅
❅  
 
❅
❅ 
 
D
C A
B
Y
U
ZBr
±1
BC ց ր UBr
±1
AC
❅
❅  
 
❅
❅ 
 
D
A B
C
Z
U
(2.11)
Here three inclusions D3 →֒ D4 are determined by 3 indices appended
to braidings. Image of D3 covers a half of D4.
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Relations for X = A1 are
(ST )3 = S2 : ✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
M
γ
−−→ ✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
M
γ
,
(2.12)
where T = Twγ, and (2.13) (see Figure 1).
✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
X
γ
S2
−−−→ ✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
X
XBr
−1
γγ
y ∥∥∥
✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
X
γ
Tw−1γ
−−−→ ✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
X
γ
(2.13)
Figure 1. A relation for annulus ribbon graph A1
Finally, there is a relation for annulus ribbon graph A2 with two
intervals marked on the boundary (see diagram 2.14, Figure 2). Here
rotpi ∈ RG is the rotation by π, and φ ∈ RG is a homeomorphism,
which is identity in a neighbourhood of the hole and slides intervals
X, Y along the boundary.
Remark 2.1. The requirement that RG is a symmetric monoidal cat-
egory with left cancellations produces more relations than just in a
category with relations (2.5)–(2.14). For instance, any two generators
f1, f2 with essentially non-intersecting supports (γ([0, 1]), h(D3), j(A1))
commute (this can be called a “locality principle”). Essentially non-
intersecting means that images of some γ′, h′, j′ isotopic to γ, h, j do
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✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
Y X
BrXY−−−→ ✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
X Y
S−1
y yrotpi
✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
Y X
δ
γ
✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
Y X
Tw−1γ Twδ
y yφ
✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
Y X
S
−−−→ ✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
Y X
(2.14)
Figure 2. A relation for annulus ribbon graph A2
not intersect. Indeed, cut the ribbon graph X into pieces so that one of
the pieces contained support of f1 and another contained support of f2.
Denote the resulting ribbon graph X˜ . The liftings f˜1, f˜2 : X˜ → X˜ com-
mute because they are tensor products (disjoint unions) of a generator
with identity map. The axioms (2.5)–(2.7) imply that gf1f2 = gf2f1 :
X˜ → X . The left cancellation property implies that f1, f2 : X → X
commute.
Also (2.8)–(2.14) imply relations of the type (2.8)–(2.14) in X asso-
ciated with embeddings of D3, D4, A1, A2 into X .
Proposition 2.2. The duplication functor dupl : RG → S extends
to a functor dupl : RG → S. It sends Twγ : X → X to the inverse
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Dehn twist R in X ∪ X¯ performed in neighbourhood of the cycle γ ∪ γ¯.
The braiding Brh : X → X ′ goes to a braiding homeomorphism ω :
X ∪ X¯ → X ′ ∪ X¯ ′, supported in h(D3) ∪ ¯h(D3), looking as (2.3)
ω :
♠
♠ ♠A B
C
✚✚ ❩❩❆
❆
❆✁
✁
✁
−−−→
♠
♠ ♠B A
C
✡✡
❜
❜❜
❆
❆
❆✁
✁
✁
(exterior of the first figure is ¯h(D3)). The switch Sj : X → X goes
to a switching homeomorphism S : X ∪ X¯ → X ∪ X¯ supported in
j(A1) ∪ ¯j(A1) looking as (2.4)
S : ✒✑✓✏A −−−→ ✒✑✓✏
✗
A
(the upper half of the square with identified edges is j(A1), the lower
half is ¯j(A1)).
3. Ribbon graphs compared to surfaces
We say that a ribbon graph (X,B) has g loops with n entries if
dimH1(X,R) = g,Cardπ0(B) = n. Duplicated, it gives a surfaceX∪X¯
of genus g with n holes.
Theorem 3.1. There exists a functor Φ : Surf → RG such that the
composition dupl◦Φ : Surf → S is isomorphic to the inclusion functor
Surf →֒ S.
Proof. The theorem reduces to constructing a splitting of the homo-
morphism
AutRG(Yg,n)→ AutS(dupl(Yg,n)) ≃ AutSurf(dupl(Yg,n)).
Here Yg,n means a graph with g loops (of genus g) and with n compo-
nents of B (entries). In general, Yg,n is labeled by n1 copies of L1 ∈ C,
n2 copies of L2 ∈ C, etc. Each morphism induces a permutation of the
set π0(B) ≃ π0(∂(dupl(Yg,n))), so there are group homomorphisms
AutRG(Yg,n)→ AutS(dupl(Yg,n))→ Sn.
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In particular case when all labels coincide, the automorphism groups
GRG, GS will be the biggest, and the general case groups are just preim-
ages under projections GRG → Sn, GS → Sn of the subgroup of
permutations leaving invariant nk-element subset of π0(B) with label
Lk, k > 1, n = n1 + n2 + . . . . Thus it suffices to consider the case
when all labels L ∈ C coincide. We have to construct a splitting of the
homomorphism
AutRG(Yg,n)→ AutS(dupl(Yg,n)) = Mg,n,
where the last group is the mapping class group of a surface of genus
g with n holes.
Using braiding isomorphisms any ribbon graph Yg,n can be reduced
to a standard form
Xg,n =
✬
✫✒✑
✓✏ ✒✑✓✏ ✒✑✓✏
1
2
n
so we have to consider only standard case Yg,n = Xg,n. Using results
of Dehn [2] and Lickorish [7, 8], Birman [1] gave a set of generators
of Mg,n. These consist of braidings permuting the holes, some Dehn
twists coming from Twγ ∈ RG, and some Dehn twists along cycles in
dupl(Xg,n) which can be obtained from cycles of the form γ ∪ γ¯ by
action of homeomorphisms S. This implies that the map
AutRG(Xg,n)→ Mg,n
is an epimorphism. More details will be given below.
When g 6 1 or n 6 1 not only generators of Mg,n but also relations
are known (Magnus [14] for g = 0, Birman [1] for g = 1 and Wajnryb
[22] for n = 0, 1). For generic values of g, n defining relations were not
written, but it is known (Birman [1], Scott [19]) that there is an exact
sequence
1→ B¯n(Σg)→Mg,n →Mg,0 → 1,
where B¯n(Σg) is the extension of the braid group of a closed surface
of genus g by Zn. Its defining relations are found by Scott [19]. This
information is sufficient to show case by case that generators of Mg,n
admit liftings to AutRG(Xg,n) and the relations in Mg,n lift to relations
in AutRG(Xg,n). This implies the theorem. 
The topological version of the Grothendieck conjecture about Te-
ichmu¨ller’s tower is
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Conjecture . The duplication functor dupl : RG→ S is an equivalence
of categories.
4. A category of trivalent nets
4.1. Trivalent nets.
Definition 4.1. Let a trivalent net Γ be a 1-complex with set of ver-
tices V ⊔B and set of edges E. Elements of V , called 3-vertices, occur
thrice as endpoints of edges, and elements of B, called ends, occur once
as an endpoint of an edge. Each edge has at least one endpoint in V
and Γ is equipped with labeling of ends B → C. For each vertex v ∈ V
belonging to 3 edges a, b, c denote a′, b′, c′ 3 different isotopy classes of
embeddings γ : [0, 1] →֒ a, b, c such that γ(0) = a. A cyclic order in
the set {a′, b′, c′} is chosen (which is one of the two cyclic permutations
(a′, b′, c′) or (a′, c′, b′)).
An edge connecting a 3-vertex and an end is called external leg,
others are internal edges. Trivalent nets will be drawn in the plane in
such a way that cyclic orientation of edges around a 3-vertex is coherent
with the orientation of the plane of drawing.
Let Γ1,Γ2 be trivalent nets.
Definition 4.2. A glueing g : Γ1 → Γ2 is a surjective continuous map-
ping of 1-complexes (sending vertices to vertices and edges into edges),
bijective on 3-vertices and preserving cyclic order for edges incident to
each 3-vertex, and such that preimage of an end is an end with the
same label from C, preimage of an internal edge is an internal edge or
a pair of external legs with dual labels.
Denote T N 0 the category of trivalent nets with glueings as mor-
phisms. It is a symmetric monoidal category with disjoint union as a
monoidal product.
Definition 4.3. Let T N be a symmetric monoidal category with left
cancellations having trivalent nets as objects and morphisms, generated
over MorT N 0 by fusing moves: for each internal edge a ∈ Γ ∈ Ob T N 0
with different endpoints the fusing move fusa : Γ → Γ′ is a new mor-
phism, where Γ′ differs from Γ in a neighbourhood of a as shown in the
figure
fusa : ❚
❚
✔✔ ❚❚
✔✔r ra −−−→ ❜
❜
✧✧ ❜❜
✧✧r
r .
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New morphisms are subject to the following relations (commutative
diagrams). For any glueing g and any internal edge a ∈ Γ1
Γ1
fusa
−−−→ Γ′1
g
y yg′
Γ2
fusg(a)
−−−−→ Γ′2
(4.1)
The following relations are written literally, without any complemen-
tary part  ❚❚
✔✔ ❚❚
✔✔r ra fusa−−→ ❜
❜
✧✧ ❜❜
✧✧r
rb fusb−−→ ❚❚✔✔ ❚❚✔✔r r
 = id (4.2)
and (4.3), Figure 3.
❏
❏❏❛❛❛
s✟✟✟
❆
❆❆❜
❜❜
s
s✟✟✟
❵❵❵
❚
❚
❚❛❛❛
s
✂
✂
✂❳❳❳
❍❍
❍ s s
❏
❏❏
✂
✂
✂✂
✔
✔
✔
◗
◗
◗
✜
✜❜
❜❜
s✦✦✦ s✏✏✏s
✑
✑
✔
✔
✔✏✏✏
s
❇
❇❇
✪
✪✪
s✥✥✥✧✧s❉
❉
❉
✱
✱
s
❧
❧
❉
❉
❉❉
s✟✟✟s❍❍
☎
☎
☎
✲
❏
❏
❏
❏❫
✟✟
✟✟✯
❍❍❍❍❥
✓
✓
✓
✓✼
(4.3)
Figure 3. The pentagon relation
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There is a functor fat : T N → RG called fattening. Given a triva-
lent net Γ with a set of 3-vertices V , we take CardV copies of a ribbon
graph D3, glue pairwise intervals corresponding to internal edges of Γ,
and put on fat(Γ) the same labels as on Γ. It is important to glue re-
specting the orientation ofD3’s, and to make a bijection between π0(B3)
and the set of edges incident to a 3-vertex respecting the cyclic order-
ing (π0(B3) has a canonical cyclic ordering coming from the orientation
of D3). Fattening of a glueing is a glueing and fattening of the fusing
move fusa is the isotopy class of a homeomorphism fat(Γ)→ fat(Γ
′),
which is identity outside of the two D3’s glued by a.
❅
❅  
 
❅
❅ 
 
−−−→
❅
❅  
 
❅
❅ 
 
.
The ribbon graphs fat(Γ) are canonically marked. A marking M of
a ribbon graph (X,B) is by definition an isotopy class of
⋃
k γk([0, 1])
for non-intersecting cuts γk : [0, 1] →֒ X (such that γk(]0, 1[) ⊂ IntX ,
γk(0), γk(1) ∈ ∂X − B) and such that X −
⋃
k γk([0, 1]) is a union of
hexagons D3.
4.2. Coherence theorem for markings of ribbon graphs.
Theorem 4.1. Any marking of a ribbon graph can be obtained from
any other marking by a sequence of fusing moves. Any such sequence
can be transformed into any other using the pentagon, quadrilateral and
fus2 = id identity.
Corollary 4.2. For all trivalent nets Γ1,Γ2
T N (Γ1,Γ2)→ RG(fat(Γ1), fat(Γ2))
is bijective.
Proof. Any morphism f in T N or RG is uniquely decomposed as gh,
where g is a canonical glueing determined by the set of pairs of ends
glued by f , and h is an isomorphism. Hence, we can consider only
isomorphisms. Let φ : fat(Γ1)→ fat(Γ2) be a homeomorphism. Use it
to transfer the canonical marking of fat(Γ2) to a markingM of fat(Γ1).
By Theorem it can be obtained from the canonical marking of fat(Γ1)
by a sequence of fusing moves. This sequence determines a morphism
j : Γ1 → Γ ∈ T N where Γ is the net determined by the marking M .
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It is identified with Γ2 by an isomorphism i : Γ→ Γ2 ∈ T N 0. Finally,
for h = ji we have φ = fat(h).
For the second statement, it suffices to consider the case of iso-
morphic Γ1 and Γ2. Furthermore, we have only to prove that any
f : Γ → Γ ∈ T N , such that fat(f) is isotopic to idfat(Γ), equals
idΓ. Represent f as a product fusa1 fusa2 . . . fusan. The sequence of
fusing moves in fat(Γ) corresponds to it. This sequence produces a new
marking of fat(Γ), which equals to the image of the canonical marking
under the homeomorphism fat(f)−1. Hence, it is isotopic to the canon-
ical marking. This gives a loop in M which by the Theorem can be
shrunk by the pentagon, quadrilateral and fus2 = id moves. Parallelly
we reduce the expression for f to 1, using the pentagon, quadrilateral
and fus2 = id identities in T N . 
This corollary implies
Theorem 4.3. The functor fat : T N → RG is an equivalence of T N
with a full subcategory RG+ of ribbon graphs, each component of which
satisfy the inequalities
n > 3 or g > 1, n > 1 or g > 2 (4.4)
(g, n stand for genus and number of marked intervals).
Remark 4.1. Formally adjoining the objects D0, D1, D2, A0 and some
morphisms to RG+ we can reconstruct RG. We shall do a similar thing
later.
4.3. Trivalent nets with twists, braiding and switching. Now
we add to T N new morphisms just as we added them to RG. The
obtained category TN will be a full subcategory of RG.
Definition 4.4. Let TN be a symmetric monoidal category with left
cancellations which objects are trivalent nets and morphisms are gen-
erated over T N by the following morphisms.
For an edge A of a trivalent net Γ there is a twist automorphism
TwA : Γ→ Γ.
For a 3-vertex a ∈ Γ and two incident edges B,C there is a braiding
morphism aBrBC : Γ→ Γ′, denoted also ABrBC or BrBC if there is no
ambiguity, where Γ′ is obtained from Γ by a surgery cutting edges B
and C and reglueing the ends crosswise. Γ′ is isomorphic to Γ with the
changed cyclic orientation at a. Locally it looks like
aBrBC : ✧✧ ❜❜
rA
B C
−−−→ ✧✧ ❜❜
rA
C B
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For each loop-edge A of Γ there is a switch automorphism SA : Γ→
Γ, e.g.
SA :
✛
✚
✘
✙r A −→
✛
✚
✘
✙r A.
The morphisms are subject to the following relations. For any glue-
ing g
Γ1
TwA−−−→ Γ1
g
y yg
Γ2
Twg(A)
−−−−→ Γ2
(4.5)
Γ1
aBrBC−−−−→ Γ′1
g
y yg′
Γ2
g(a)Brg(B),g(C)
−−−−−−−−→ Γ′2
(4.6)
Γ1
SA−−−→ Γ1
g
y yg
Γ2
Sg(A)
−−−→ Γ2
(4.7)
commute. Also
Br2BC = TwA Tw
−1
B Tw
−1
C : ✧✧ ❜❜
rA
B C
−−→ ✧✧ ❜❜
rA
B C
(4.8)
Tw−1A =
(
✧✧ ❜❜
rC
A B
BrAB−−−→ ✧✧ ❜❜
rC
B A
BrAC−−−→ ✧✧ ❜❜
rA
B C
rot
−→ ✧✧ ❜❜
rC
A B
)
(4.9)
Tw−1B =
(
✧✧ ❜❜
rC
A B
BrAB−−−→ ✧✧ ❜❜
rC
B A
BrCB−−−→ ✧✧ ❜❜
rB
C A
rot−1
−−−→ ✧✧ ❜❜
rC
A B
)
(4.10)
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(here rot is an isomorphism of rotation),
❚❚
✔✔ ❚❚
✔✔r rX
A B
C
Br±1BC−−−−−→ ❚
❚
✔✔ ❚❚
✔✔r rX
A C
B
fus
−−−−−→
❜❜
✧✧ ❜❜
✧✧r
r
X
A C
B
fus
y yBr±1AC
❜❜
✧✧ ❜❜
✧✧r
r
X
A B
C
Y
Br±1Y C−−−−−→ ❚
❚
✔✔ ❚❚
✔✔r rX
C A
B
Y fus
−−−−−→
❜❜
✧✧ ❜❜
✧✧r
r
X
C A
B
(4.11)
(SMTwM)
3 = S2M :
✛
✚
✘
✙r M−−→
✛
✚
✘
✙r M, (4.12)
✛
✚
✘
✙rX M
S2M−−−−−→
✛
✚
✘
✙rX M
XBr
−1
MM
y ∥∥∥∥✛
✚
✘
✙rX M
Tw−1M−−−−−→
✛
✚
✘
✙rX M
(4.13)
and (4.14) (see Figure 4) are satisfied.
It is clear that the functor fat : T N → RG extends to a functor
fat : TN → RG.
Theorem 4.4. The functor fat : TN → RG is an equivalence of TN
with a full subcategory RG+ of ribbon graphs satisfying condition (4.4).
Proof. A quasiinverse functor Φ : RG+ → T N is constructed like that.
For any ribbon graph X choose a marking MX and set Φ(X) to be
the trivalent net N(MX) associated with MX . Let g : X → Y be a
glueing, then there is a marking g∗(MX) of Y consisting of g(MX) and
images of those boundary intervals of X which are glued by g. To g
corresponds the morphism
Φ(X) = N(MX)
g′
−→ N(g∗(MX))
f
−→N(MY ) = Φ(Y ),
where g′ is a canonical glueing, and f is a composition of fusings,
transforming g∗(MX) into MY .
The functor Φ extends to a functor Φ : RG+ → TN . Indeed, take a
map γ : [0, 1] →֒ X , or h : (D3, B3) →֒ X , or j : (A1, B1) →֒ X which
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✛
✚
✘
✙
✧✧❜❜ r
r
Y X
A
N
BrXY−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ✛
✚
✘
✙
✧✧❜❜ r
r
X Y
A
N
S−1N
y yrot
✛
✚
✘
✙
✧✧❜❜ r
r
Y X
A
M
✛
✚
✘
✙
✧✧ ❜❜
r
r
Y X
A
N
fusA
y yfusA✛
✚
✘
✙r rY X
L
M
✛
✚
✘
✙r rY X
N
P
Tw−1L TwM
y yfusN
✛
✚
✘
✙r rY X
L
M
fusL−−−→ ✛
✚
✘
✙
✧✧❜❜ r
r
Y X
B
M
SM−−−→ ✛
✚
✘
✙
✧✧❜❜ r
r
Y X
B
P
(4.14)
Figure 4. A relation for A2 net
determines a morphism Twγ, Brh, or Sj as in Definition 2.5. There
exists a marking M of X containing γ([0, 1]), or h(B3), or j(B1) and
a composition f of fusing moves relating MX and M . Set Φ(Twγ) =
f TwA f
−1, or Φ(Sj) = f SA f
−1 for A from M determined by γ or h
and similarly for Brh. The morphism f ∈ T N is unique and a different
choice of markingM , sayM ′, will give f ′ = fg, where g is a composition
of fusing moves fusa with a 6= γ([0, 1]), a 6⊂ h(B3), a 6= j(B1). Hence,
Φ(Twγ), Φ(Brh), Φ(Sj) are correctly defined morphisms of TN .
The relations (4.5)–(4.7) follow from the relations (2.5)–(2.7), and
Φ applied to (4.8)–(4.14) is just (2.8)–(2.14). Thus the functor Φ :
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RG+ → TN is constructed and one can easily see that it is quasiinverse
to fat : TN → RG+. 
5. A category of nets
5.1. Nets. Now we consider nets with valency not bigger than 3.
Definition 5.1. Let a net be a 1-complex Γ with the set of vertices
V3 ⊔ V2 ⊔ V1 ⊔ B and the set of edges E. The elements of Vi, called
i-vertices (i = 1, 2, 3) occur i times as endpoints of edges, elements of
B called ends occur once as an endpoint of an edge. We assume that
each edge has at least one endpoint in V3⊔V2⊔V1. A net Γ is equipped
with a labeling of ends B → C and for each 3-vertex a cyclic order in
the set of incident edges is chosen.
Denote N0 the symmetric monoidal category of nets with glueings
as morphisms. Glueings are defined similarly to trivalent case with
requirement that a glueing is bijective on i-vertices, i = 1, 2, 3.
Definition 5.2. Let N be a symmetric monoidal category with left
cancellations which has nets as objects, and morphisms are generated
over N0 by the following morphisms:
insertion insa : Γ→ Γ′ is an isomorphism of Γ to Γ′ with a 1-vertex
a ∈ Γ′ and the incident edge deleted or a 2-vertex a ∈ Γ′ deleted and
the two incident edges combined in one;
deletion dela : Γ
′ → Γ is the inverse morphism.
These morphisms are subject to the following relations. Whenever
the diagram
Γ1
insa−−−→ Γ′1
g
y yg′
Γ2
insg′(a)
−−−−→ Γ′2
(5.1)
commutes as a diagram of mappings of 1-complexes, it commutes also
in N . Also the diagrams
ra insb−−−→ r ra b
insc
y yinsc
r ra c insb−−−→
❚❚r✔✔
rra
b
c
(5.2)
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r a insb−−−→ r rb a
insc
y ր φ
r ra c
(5.3)
where φ is the isomorphism of nets,
r a insb−−−→ r rb a
insc
y ր ψ
r ra c
(5.4)
where ψ is the isomorphism of nets sending a 7→ b, c 7→ a, are all
commutative.
Finally, the isomorphism
rot : r r−−→ r r (5.5)
interchanging the vertices is set equal to identity morphism.
Let N+ be the full subcategory of such nets that genus g and the
number of ends n for each component satisfy (4.4). There is an obvious
inclusion functor inc : T N 0 → N+. Let us construct a functor tri :
N+ → T N 0. Take a net Γ. Denote red1(Γ) the net Γ with all 1-vertices
and incident edges deleted. Repeat the reduction until Γ′ = (red1)
k(Γ)
does not contain 1-vertices. Change each connected string of 2-vertices
in Γ′ together with incident edges to one edge. The obtained net tri(Γ)
is trivalent. Any glueing g : Γ1 → Γ2 is bijective on 1-vertices, hence,
induces a glueing red1(Γ1) → red1(Γ2), therefore, a glueing Γ′1 → Γ
′
2
which leads to a glueing tri(g) : tri(Γ1)→ tri(Γ2). Any morphism insa,
dela is sent to identity by the functor tri.
Theorem 5.1. The functors inc : T N 0 → N+ and tri : N+ → T N 0
are quasi-inverse to each other.
5.2. Nets with fusing, braiding, twists and switches. Now we
add more morphisms to the category of nets.
Definition 5.3. Let N be a symmetric monoidal category with left
cancellations having nets as objects and having morphisms generated
over N by fusa : Γ→ Γ′, Twa : Γ→ Γ, aBrBC : Γ→ Γ′, Sa : Γ→ Γ as
in Definitions 4.3, 4.4. We subject them to the relations of Definitions
4.3, 4.4 and the following. There are equations
TwA = TwB : rA B−−→ rA B , (5.6)
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Twa = 1 : r a −−→ r a . (5.7)
The following diagrams commute
❜❜
✧✧❜❜ r ins−→ ❚❚
❚❚
✔✔r r ins−→ ❚❚
✔✔r ❚❚✔✔r r
insց
yfus
❜❜
❜❜
✧✧r
r ins−→
❜❜
✧✧r ❜❜
✧✧r
r
(5.8)
✧✧r ❜❜r
C
A B
Br±1AB−−−→ ✧✧ ❜❜
r r
C
B A
delA ց ւ delA
rC
B
(5.9)
Denote N+ a full subcategory of nets whose components satisfy in-
equalities (4.4).
Theorem 5.2. The functor tri uniquely extends to a functor tri :
N+ → TN quasi-inverse to inclusion functor inc : TN → N+.
5.3. Nets compared with ribbon graphs. Extend the functorN+
tri
−→
TN
fat
−→ RG to a functor fat : N → RG setting
fat( r r) =✚✙
✛✘
fat( r A ) = ✖✕A ,
fat( rA B ) = A
B
,
fat( ✍✌✎☞s ) = ✚✙
✛✘
✬
✫
✩
✪
,
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The fattening of an insertion or deletion morphism is set to the unique
“identity” homeomorphism of the ribbon graphs. Fattenings of other
generators are already defined.
Theorem 5.3. The functor fat : N → RG is an equivalence of cate-
gories.
6. A category of oriented nets
6.1. Oriented nets. By an oriented net we mean a net Γ, equipped
with such orientation of edges that each 2-vertex or 3-vertex is a source
for some edge and a target for some edge. Given an oriented net Γ with
labeling L : B → C, we define its desorientation deso(Γ) as a net Γ with
labeling L′ : B → C constructed as follows. L′(b) = L(b) if the end b is a
target and L′(b) = L(b)ˇ if the end b is a source of the incident external
leg. A glueing of oriented nets is an orientation preserving map, which
is a glueing of underlying desoriented nets. In particular, only those
external legs can be glued which carry the same label from C and one
of them has the incident end as a target, and another as a source.
Definition 6.1. Let ON be a symmetric monoidal category with left
cancellations having oriented nets as objects and morphisms generated
over glueings by the following new morphisms:
reversal reva : Γ→ Γ′, where a is an internal edge of Γ and Γ′ differs
from Γ by a reversed orientation of a;
dualising morphism dua : Γ→ Γ′, where a is an external leg of Γ, Γ′
differs from Γ by a reversed orientation of a, and the labels A,A′ ∈ C
attached to a are dual to each other;
insa : Γ→ Γ′, dela : Γ→ Γ′, insertion and deletion of a 2-vertex.
These morphisms are subject to relations
ins · del = 1, del · ins = 1, rev2a = 1, du
2
a = 1.
For each glueing g : Γ1 → Γ2 the diagram (5.1) and
Γ1
reva−−−→ Γ′1
g
y yg′
Γ2
revg(a)
−−−−→ Γ′2
(6.1)
Γ1
dua−−−→ Γ′1
g
y yg′
Γ2
dug(a)
−−−→ Γ′2
(6.2)
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(if the external leg a is not glued by g) commute. The diagrams
✲ ✲r a insb−−−→ ✲ ✲ ✲r rb a
insc
y ր ψ
✲ ✲ ✲r ra c
(6.3)
✲❚❚
✔✔
r XA
B
✲
❚❚
✔✔rX
C
D duX duX−−−−−→ ✛❚
❚
✔✔
r XˇA
B
✛
❚❚
✔✔rXˇ
C
D
g′
y yg′′
❚❚
✔✔ ❚❚
✔✔✲r rA
B C
D
rev
−−−→ ❚
❚
✔✔ ❚❚
✔✔✛r rA
B C
D
(6.4)
✲rX ✲
❚❚
✔✔rX
A
B duX duX−−−−−→ ✛r Xˇ ✛
❚❚
✔✔rXˇ
A
B
g′
y yg′′
✲r
❚❚
✔✔r
A
B
rev
−−−→ ✛r
❚❚
✔✔r
A
B
(6.5)
✲r X ✲ rX duX duX−−−−−→ ✛r Xˇ ✛rXˇ
g′
y yg′′
✲r r rev−−−→ ✛r r
(6.6)
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❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rC
A B
duA ր ց duB
❄
✧✧✸ ❜❜
srC
Aˇ B
❄
✧✧✰❜❜❦
rC
A Bˇ
duC
x yduC
✻✧✧✸ ❜❜
srCˇ
Aˇ B
✻✧✧✰❜❜❦
rCˇ
A Bˇ
duB տ ւ duA
✻✧✧✸ ❜❜❦
rCˇ
Aˇ Bˇ
(6.7)
also commute.
Finally, the morphism
rev : a ✲r rb −−−→ a ✛r rb
equals to the isomorphism of graphs, which sends a to b, b to a.
Notation . Both morphisms reva and dua will be sometimes denoted
Dua.
Denote N ′ ⊂ N the category of nets N0 extended by morphisms
insa, dela of insertion and deletion of a 2-vertex with relations (5.1),
(5.4), (5.5). There is a desorienting functor deso : ON → N ′ which
sends reva, dua : Γ→ Γ
′ to iddeso(Γ).
Theorem 6.1. The functor deso : ON → N ′ is an equivalence of
categories.
6.2. Oriented nets with fusing, twists, braiding and switches.
Now we add to ON new morphisms. The obtained category ON will
be made equivalent to N .
Definition 6.2. Let ON be a symmetric monoidal category with left
cancellations which objects are oriented nets and morphisms are gen-
erated over ON by the following isomorphisms:
insa : Γ→ Γ′, dela : Γ′ → Γ where Γ′ differs from Γ by a 1-vertex a
and an incident edge;
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fusa : Γ→ Γ′, where a neighbourhood of a looks as
fusa : ❚
❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔✣✲r ra −−−→ ❜
❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
✧✧✸
❄
r
r
(only part of Γ,Γ′ is drawn here, the complements of it in Γ and Γ′
are the same). It is important that cyclic ordering for all 3-vertices is
coherent here with the orientation of the plane of drawing;
Twa : Γ→ Γ for an edge a of Γ;
aBrBC : Γ → Γ′ for a 3-vertex a ∈ Γ and two incident edges B,C
with sources in a. The net Γ′ is obtained from Γ as in unoriented case.
Locally the morphism looks as
aBrBC :
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rA
B C
−−−→
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rA
C B
;
Sa : Γ→ Γ for a loop-edge a ∈ Γ looking as
Sa : ✲
✛
✚
✘
✙✻r a −−−→ ✲
✛
✚
✘
✙✻r a .
They are subject to the following relations. For any glueing g : Γ1 →
Γ2 whenever upper row in diagrams (5.1), (4.1), (4.5)–(4.7) is defined,
the whole diagram is defined and commute. The following diagrams
commute
✲ ✲r ins−−−→ ✲ ✲✻rr∥∥∥ yrev
✲ ✲r ins−−−→ ✲ ✲❄rr
(6.8)
✲ ✲ra b Ins−−→ ✲ ✲✻rra b Dub−−→ ✲ ✛✻rra b Dua−−→ ✛ ✛✻rra b
Del
y yDel
✲ d or rev−−−−→ ✛
Ins
−−→ ✛ ✛ra b (6.9)
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✲ ra insb−−−→ ✲ ✲r ra b
insc
y yinsc
✲ ✲r ra c insb−−−→ ✲
❚❚r❫✔✔
r
✣ra
b
c
(6.10)
✲r a insb−−−→ ✲ ✲r rb a
insc
y ր φ
✲ ✲r ra c
(6.11)
(where φ is the isomorphism of oriented nets)
Twa = 1 : ✲r a −−→ ✲r a . (6.12)
and similar diagrams with opposite orientation of edges also commute.
The following diagrams commute
❜❜s
✧✧✸❜❜❦r ins−→ ❚❚❫
❚❚
❫
✔✔✣✲r r ins−→ ❚❚❫
✔✔r✢ ❚❚❫✔✔✣✲r r
insց
yfus
❜❜s
❜❜
s
✧✧✸
❄
r
r ins−→
❜❜s
✧✧r ✰❜❜s
✧✧✸
❄
r
r
(6.13)
❜❜s
✧✧✰❜❜s
r ins−→ ❚❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✲r r ins−→ ❚❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔
r
✣✲r r
insց
yfus
❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
❄
r
r ins−→
❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
✧✧
r
✸
❄
r
r
(6.14)
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✧✧✰
✧✧✸❜❜
s r ins−→ ❚❚❫
✔✔
✢
✔✔✣✲r r ins−→ ❚❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚r❫✔✔✣✲r r
insց
yfus
❜❜s
✧✧
✰
✧✧✸
❄
r
r ins−→
❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜rs
✧✧✸
❄
r
r
(6.15)
❚❚
❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔✣✲r rA
B C
D
dC−−→ ❚
❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚❪
✔✔✣✲r rA
B Cˇ
D
rev
−−→ ❚
❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚❪
✔✔✣✛r rA
B Cˇ
D
dA−−→ ❚
❚
❪
✔✔
✢ ❚❚❪
✔✔✣✛r rAˇ
B Cˇ
D
Fus
y yFus
❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
✧✧✸
❄
r
r
A
B C
D
dC−−→
❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜❦
✧✧✸
❄
r
r
A
B Cˇ
D
rev
−−→
❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜❦
✧✧✸
✻
r
r
A
B Cˇ
D
dA−−→
❜❜❦
✧✧
✰❜❜❦
✧✧✸
✻
r
r
Aˇ
B Cˇ
D
(6.16)
❚❚❪
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔
✢
✛r rA
B C
D
dA−−→ ❚
❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔
✢
✛r rAˇ
B C
D
rev
−−−−−→ ❚
❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔
✢
✲r rAˇ
B C
D
dD−−→ ❚
❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔✣✲r rAˇ
B C
Dˇ
Fus
x yFus
❜❜❦
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
✧✧✰
❄
r
r
A
B C
D
dA←−−−−−−−−
❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
✧✧✰
❄
r
r
Aˇ
B C
D
dD←−−−−−−−−
❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
✧✧✸
❄
r
r
Aˇ
B C
Dˇ
(6.17)
TwA = TwB : ✲ ✲rA B−−→✲ ✲rA B , (6.18)
TwaDua = DuaTwa (6.20)
❄
✧✧r ✰❜❜sr
C
A B
Br±1AB−−−→
❄
✧✧✰❜❜rsr
C
B A
delA ց ւ delA
❄
❄
rC
B
(6.21)
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❏
❏❏❛❛❛
s✟✟✟
❆
❆❆❜
❜❜
s
s✟✟✟
❵❵❵
❚
❚
❚❛❛❛
s
✂
✂
✂❳❳❳
❍❍
❍ s s
❏
❏❏
✂
✂
✂✂
✔
✔
✔
◗
◗
◗
✜
✜❜
❜❜
s✦✦✦ s✏✏✏s
✑
✑
✔
✔
✔✏✏✏
s
❇
❇❇
✪
✪✪
s✥✥✥✧✧s❉
❉
❉
✱
✱
s
❧
❧
❉
❉
❉❉
s✟✟✟s❍❍
☎
☎
☎
✲
❏
❏
❏
❏❫
✟✟
✟✟✯
❍❍❍❍❥
✓
✓
✓
✓✼
❪
q✯③
❯
s✙
❪
q
✍
❫
③
✌
❥
✶
✣
s ✶
✴
s✰
✎
❥ ❃
✻
⑦ ✯
❲
✶
✣
◆
✴
✿
✯
❲
(6.19)
Figure 5. The oriented pentagon equation
Br2BC = TwA Tw
−1
B Tw
−1
C :
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rA
B C
−−→
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rA
B C
(6.22)
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rC
A B
BrAB−−−→
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rC
B A
duB−−−→
❄
✧✧✸ ❜❜
srC
Bˇ A
duC−−−→ ✻✧✧✸ ❜❜
srCˇ
Bˇ A
TwA
x yBrA,Cˇ
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rC
A B
rot
←−−− ✻✧✧✰❜❜❦
rA
B C
duB←−−− ✻✧✧✸ ❜❜❦
rA
Bˇ C
duC←−−− ✻✧✧✸ ❜❜
srA
Bˇ Cˇ
(6.23)
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❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rC
A B
BrAB−−−→
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rC
B A
duA−−−→
❄
✧✧✰❜❜❦
rC
B Aˇ
duC−−−→ ✻✧✧✰❜❜❦
rCˇ
B Aˇ
TwB
x yBrCˇ,B
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rC
A B
rot−1
←−−− ✻✧✧✸ ❜❜
srB
C A
duA←−−− ✻✧✧✸ ❜❜❦
rB
C Aˇ
duC←−−− ✻✧✧✰❜❜❦
rB
Cˇ Aˇ
(6.24)
❚❚
❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔✣✲r rX
A B
C
Br±1BC−−−−−→ ❚
❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔✣✲r rX
A C
B
fus
−−−−−→
❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
✧✧✸
❄
r
r
X
A C
B
fus
y yBr±1AC
❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
✧✧✸
❄
r
r
X
A B
C
Y
Br±1
Y C−−−−−→ ❚
❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔✣✲r rX
C A
B
Y fus
−−−−−→
❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
✧✧✸
❄
r
r
X
C A
B
(6.25)
(SMTwM)
3 = S2M :
✲
✛
✚
✘
✙✻r M−−→ ✲
✛
✚
✘
✙✻r M, (6.26)
✲
✛
✚
✘
✙✻rX M
S2M−−−−−→ ✲
✛
✚
✘
✙✻rX M
XBr
−1
MM
y xrev
✲
✛
✚
✘
✙❄rX M
Tw−1M−−−−−→ ✲
✛
✚
✘
✙❄rX M
(6.27)
and (6.28) (see Figure 6).
Theorem 6.2. The functor deso : ON → N is an equivalence.
7. Extensions of the category of nets
Let us look for central extensions of the category RG, or equivalently
N , or ON . Introduce a new type of morphisms—central charge.
Definition 7.1. Let CΓ : Γ→ Γ for each connected oriented net Γ be
a morphism commuting with other generators du, rev, ins, del, fus,
Tw, Br, S. We assume that
CØ = idØ : Ø→ Ø. (7.1)
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✛
✚
✘
✙✲
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s r
r
Y X
A
N
BrXY−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ✛
✚
✘
✙✲
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s r
r
X Y
A
N
S−1N
y yrot
✛
✚
✘
✙✲
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s r
r
Y X
A
M
✛
✚
✘
✙
✛
✻
✧✧✸ ❜❜❦
r
r
Y X
A
N
fusA
y yfusA
✲
✛
✚
✘
✙
✛
✲
r r ✛Y XL
M
✲
✛
✚
✘
✙
✛
✲
r r ✛Y XN
P
Tw−1L TwM
y yfusN
✲
✛
✚
✘
✙
✛
✲
r r ✛Y XL
M
fusL−−−→ ✛
✚
✘
✙✲
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s r
r
Y X
B
M
SM−−−→ ✛
✚
✘
✙✲
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s r
r
Y X
B
P
(6.28)
Figure 6. A relation for A2 oriented net
If Γ1, Γ2, Γ are connected and g : Γ1 ⊔ Γ2 → Γ is a glueing we assume
a commutative diagram
Γ1 ⊔ Γ2
CkΓ1
⊔ClΓ2−−−−−→ Γ1 ⊔ Γ2
g
y yg
Γ
Ck+lΓ−−−→ Γ
(7.2)
The diagram (7.2) together with (7.1) implies a similar diagram with
Γ1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Γn.
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We look for extensions of ON by the generators CΓ with relations
between du, rev, fus, Tw,Br, S changed by insertion of some powers of
CΓ. We assume that the relations where ins, del enter are not changed.
Then the relations involving du, rev, fus, Tw, Br also do not change.
Indeed, assume that Ck is inserted into diagrams (6.19)–(6.25) and
such, and glue these diagrams with as many r as there are external
legs. The generators fus, Tw, Br will turn into compositions of ins
and del, and commutativity of such diagram would imply k = 0. Also
the diagram (6.28) after such operation become S = SCk, hence, it
also does not change.
Therefore, only relations (6.26) and (6.27) could change to
(SM Twm)
3 = S2MC
k, (7.3)
S2M = Br
−1
MM Tw
−1
M rev C
m. (7.4)
Renormalizing S to SC−k we can restore (7.3). For the sake of sym-
metry we shall restore (7.4) changing (7.3) though it might require
half-integer powers of C.
Definition 7.2. Let EN be a symmetric monoidal category with left
cancellations which objects are oriented nets and morphisms are gen-
erated over ON by the isomorphisms ins, del, fus, Tw, Br, S, C with
all relations of the category ON except (6.26) which is substituted by
(SM TwM)
3 = C S2M :
✲
✛
✚
✘
✙✻r M−−→ ✲
✛
✚
✘
✙✻r M (7.5)
and relations (7.1), (7.2).
In topology to such extension corresponds the category of framed
[24] surfaces. Here we define a central extension ESurf → Surf as
a pull-back of the central extension EN → ON along the functor
Surf → RG→ N → ON obtained in Theorems 3.1, 5.3, 6.2. Thus the
latter extends to a functor ESurf → EN .
8. Ribbon categories
Ribbon (also tortile [20]) category is the following thing: a braided
monoidal category C [4] with the tensor product ⊗, the associativity
a : X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z) → (X ⊗ Y ) ⊗ Z, the braiding (commutativity) c :
X ⊗ Y → Y ⊗ X and a unity object I, such that C is rigid (for any
object X ∈ C there are dual objects ˇX and Xˇ with evaluations ev :
ˇX ⊗X → I, ev : X ⊗Xˇ→ I and coevaluations coev : I → X ⊗ˇX ,
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coev : I → Xˇ⊗ X) and possess a ribbon twist ν. A ribbon twist
[4, 17, 20] ν = νX : X → X is a self-adjoint (νXˇ = νtX) functorial
automorphism such that c2 = ν−1X ⊗ ν
−1
Y ◦ νX⊗Y . In a ribbon category
there are functorial isomorphisms [9]
✏
✑
☛
X
Xˇˇ
u21 =
✏
✑
☛
X
Xˇˇ
, u2−1 =
✟
X
ˇˇ X
, u−21 =
✟
X
ˇˇ X
, u−2−1 =✡
✡
✡
❏
❏❏
❏
❏
❏
✔
✔✔
❭
❭❭
❭
❭
❭
✜
✜✜✡ ✡
✓
✒
✓
✒✠✜✜
✜
✠
u20 = u
2
1◦ν
−1 = u2−1◦ν : X → Xˇˇ , u
−2
0 = u
−2
1 ◦ν
−1 = u−2−1◦ν : X → ˇˇ X.
Changing the category C by an equivalent one, we can (and we will)
assume that ˇX = X ,ˇ Xˇˇ = ˇˇ X = X and u20 = u
−2
0 = idX (see [9]).
If in addition C is additive, it is k-linear with k = End I. We assume
in the following that k is a field, in which each element has a square root.
Often C will be noetherian abelian category with finite dimensional
k-vector spaces HomC(A,B). In such case there exists a coend F =∫
X⊗Xˇ as an object of a cocompletion Cˆ [9] of C. It is a Hopf algebra
(see [10, 12, 15]). There is a Hopf pairing ω : F ⊗ F → I [10],
✜
✜
✜❭❭
F F
ω =
✫ ✪✪
such that
Kerω = Kerleft ω = Kerright ω ∈ Cˆ.
The quotient f = F/Kerω ∈ Cˆ is also a Hopf algebra and the first
modular axiom is [10]
(M1) f is an object of C (and not only of a cocompletion Cˆ)
(more scrupulously, it means that there exists an exact sequence 0 →
Kerω → F → f → 0 in Cˆ, where f is an object from C ⊂ Cˆ).
Being the coend
∫
X ⊗X ,ˇ the object F ∈ Cˆ has an automorphism
ν ⊗ 1
def
=
∫
ν ⊗ 1 (notations are from [10]). The second modular axiom
says [10]
(M2) ν ⊗ 1(Kerω) ⊂ Kerω
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(more scrupulously, there exist morphisms T ′ : Kerω → Kerω ∈ Cˆ,
T : f → f ∈ C such that the diagram
0 → Kerω → F → f → 0
T ′
y ν ⊗ 1y Ty
0 → Kerω → F → f → 0
commutes).
Definition 8.1. A noetherian abelian ribbon category C with finite di-
mensional k-vector spaces of morphisms HomC(A,B) is called modular,
if axioms (M1), (M2) are satisfied.
It was shown in [10] that in the case of a modular category there
exists a morphism µ : I → f , which is the integral of a dual Hopf
algebra fˇ ≃ f , and
ν−1
★µ X
= λ−1
X
ν , ν
★µ X
= λ
X
ν−1
✫ ✪ ✫ ✪
for some invertible constant λ ∈ k×. The pair (µ, λ) is unique up to a
sign. Morphisms S, S−1 : f → f
S = ✣✢
★✥
f
f
µ
,
✣✢
★✥
f
f
µ
S−1 =
are inverse to each other. Morphisms S and T (defined via (M2)) yield
a projective representation of a mapping class group of a torus with
one hole:
(ST )3 = λS2, S2 = γ−1,
T γ = γT, γ2 = ν.
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Here γ : f → f is the antipode of the Hopf algebra f ,
✱
✱
✱✱ ☞✌✄✄
✄✄
❧❧
❧❧
f
f
γ =
9. From a ribbon category to a modular functor
Assume that we are given a small ribbon category (C,⊗, a, c, ν, I)
for which the duality map ·ˇ : Ob C → Ob C is involutive and u20 : A→
Aˇˇ = A equals 1A for all objects A ∈ C. Further, we assume that C is a
noetherian abelian category and End I = k is a field, thus, C is k-linear.
We assume also that k-vector spaces Hom(A,B) are finite dimensional
for any A,B ∈ C. Finally, we assume that algebra f , quotient of F ,
belongs to C and Ker(F → f) = Kerω is ν ⊗ 1-invariant.
9.1. Preliminaries about exact functors.
Lemma 9.1. Let F : C → k-Vect, G : Cop → k-Vect be functors. Then∫ X
F (X)⊗Hom(X,B)→ F (B), v ⊗ f 7→ F (f).v∫ X
Hom(B,X)⊗G(X)→ G(B), f ⊗ v 7→ G(f).v
are isomorphisms of vector spaces.
Let F : (Ck+n)op×Cn+l → k-vect be a k-linear left exact (preserving
kernels) functor. By the “parameter theorem for coends” of Mac Lane
[13] a coend of the bifunctor
F (A,−;−;B) : (Cn)op × Cn → k-vect
with fixed A ∈ Ck, B ∈ Cl is identified as a functor in A,B with a
coend of the bifunctor
F ′ : (Cn)op × Cn → Functors((Cop)k × Cl → k-vect).
Here functors are k-linear functors. But, generally, the coend of the
bifunctor
F ′′ : (Cn)op × Cn → Left Exact Functors((Cop)k × Cl → k-vect).
is a different thing. In any case we have a morphism∫ X
F ′(X,X)→
∫ X
F ′′(X,X).
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To stress the difference, we introduce different notations for the usual
coend ∫ X
F (A,X ;X,B) ≡
(∫ X
F ′(X,X)
)
(A,B)
and for the second type of coend, the left exact functor∮ X
F (A,X ;X,B)
def
=
(∫ X
F ′′(X,X)
)
(A,B).
The Fubini theorem for left exact functors (repeated coend theorem)
is proved exactly in the same way as for arbitrary functors (see Mac
Lane’s book [13]). Nevertheless, we present a proof here for the sake of
completeness.
Theorem 9.2. Let C1, C2, C3,A be abelian k-linear categories and let
F : Cop2 ×C
op
1 ×C1×C2×C3 → A be left exact k-linear functor. Assume
that there exists coend with parameters
jX(U ;V,A) : F (U,X ;X, V,A)→ G(U ;V,A) =
∫ X∈C1
F (U,X ;X, V,A).
Assume that G, viewed as a functor G : Cop2 ×C2 → Functors (C3 → A),
has a left exact coend H ∈ LEF (C3 → A) (set of Left Exact Functors)
kU(A) : G(U ;U,A)→ H(A) =
∫ U
G(U ;U,A)
(that means that k is dinatural, H is left exact and the pair (k,H)
is universal between all dinatural transformations of G into left exact
functors). Then
iX,U(A) : F (U,X ;X,U,A)
jX(U ;U,A)
−−−−−→ G(U ;U,A)
kU (A)
−−−→ H(A)
is a coend
∮ X,U
F (U,X ;X,U,A) of F , viewed as a bifunctor
(C1 × C2)
op × (C1 × C2)→ LEF (C3 → A).
We write the statement of the theorem as an isomorphism∮ X,U
F (U,X ;X,U,A) ≃
∮ U∫ X
F (U,X ;X,U,A).
In particular case C2 = 0 we have
Corollary 9.3. Let G(A) =
∫ X∈C1 F (X ;X,A) for left exact k-linear
functor F : Cop1 × C1 × C3 → A. Then∮ X
F (X ;X,A) =
∮ 0
G(A)
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if there exists a left exact functor
∮ 0
G : C3 → A with isomorphisms
Nat(G,E) ∼= Nat(
∮ 0
G,E) for any left exact E : C3 → A.
9.2. Modular functor. Our goal is to construct a functor Z : EN →
k-vect, which will satisfy to the following conditions:
(i) Z is a symmetric monoidal functor.
(ii) To D2 corresponds
Z(D2;B;C) = Hom(B,C),
to glueing of such corresponds the composition
Hom(A,B)⊗ Hom(B,C)→ Hom(A,C).
(iii) To D3 correspond
Z
(
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s r
C
BA
)
= Hom(A⊗B,C),
Z
(
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rA
B C
)
= Hom(A,B ⊗ C).
To glueing of D3 with D2 corresponds an action of Hom(−,−) on
Hom(−⊗−,−) or Hom(−,−⊗−) via composition.
(iv) To D1 correspond
Z(D1;X ; ) = Hom(X, I),
Z(D1; ;X) = Hom(I,X),
where I is unity object of C. To glueing of D1 with D2 correspond
compositions
Hom(X, Y )⊗ Hom(Y, I)→ Hom(X, I),
Hom(I,X)⊗ Hom(X, Y )→ Hom(I, Y ).
(v) To isomorphisms
duB : ❄
✧✧✰❜❜s r
C
BA
−−−→
❄
✧✧✸❜❜
s r
C
BˇA
,
duA : ❄
✧✧✰❜❜s r
C
BA
−−−→
❄
✧✧✰❜❜❦r
C
BAˇ
correspond adjunctions
dl : Hom(A⊗ B,C)→ Hom(A,C ⊗ B )ˇ,
dr : Hom(A⊗ B,C)→ Hom(B,Aˇ⊗ C).
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(vi) For any oriented net Γ glueings with D2 makes Z(Γ) into a
functor
Z(Γ) : (Cop)k × Cl → k−vect
We assume that Z(Γ) is left exact (additive and preserving kernels).
(vii) If f : Γ → Γ˜ is a glueing and g(Γ) = g(Γ˜), then the morphism
of functors ∫ X∈Ck
Z(Γ, . . . , X ;X, . . . )→ Z(Γ˜; . . . ; . . . )
is an isomorphism.
(viii) To the morphism
❚❚
❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔✣✲r rX
A B
C
fus
−−−−−→
❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
✧✧✸
❄
r
r
X
A B
C
V
corresponds
Hom(X,A⊗ (B⊗C)) ≃
∫ U∈C
Hom(X,A⊗U)⊗Hom(U,B⊗C) ≃
≃ Z
 ❚❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔✣✲r rX
A B
C
 Z(fus)−−−−−→ Z
 ❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
✧✧✸
❄
r
r
X
A B
C
V
 ≃
≃
∫ V ∈C
Hom(X, V ⊗C)⊗Hom(V,A⊗B) ≃ Hom(X, (A⊗B)⊗C),
which coincides with Hom(X, aA,B,C).
(ix) To the morphism
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rX
A B
BrAB−−−→
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rX
B A
corresponds
Hom(X, cA,B) : Hom(X,A⊗ B)→ Hom(X,B ⊗ A).
(x) To the morphism
✲ ✲rX Y TwY−−−→ ✲ ✲rX Y
corresponds
Hom(X, νY ) : Hom(X, Y )→ Hom(X, Y ).
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(xi) To a tadpole A1, obtained via glueing from D3, corresponds
Z
(
✲
❚❚
❫
✔✔
✢rX
M
M
)
= Hom(X ⊗M,M) ≃ Hom(X,M ⊗M )ˇ→
→ Hom(X, f) = Z
(
✲
✛
✚
✘
✙✻rX M
)
.
Z can be viewed as a monoidal functor
{extended nets} → Cˆ∗,∗.
Now we shall construct such a functor step by step, proving the
following
Theorem 9.4. There exists one and only one up to equivalence functor
Z : EN → k-vect, satisfying assumptions (i)-(xi) above. It has also
property:
(xii) Let f : Γ → Γ˜ be a glueing and let the boundary of each con-
nected component of Γ˜ not be empty. The functor
Z(Γ; . . . , X ;X, . . . ) : (Cop)k+n × Cn+l → k−vect
can be represented as a bifunctor
Z ′(Γ)(X,X) : (Cn)op × (Cn)→ Cˆk,l,
where Cˆk,l is the category of left exact functors (Cop)k × Cl → k−Vect.
The coend of this bifunctor is mapped to Z(Γ˜) ∈ Cˆk,l∫ X∈Ck
Z ′(Γ)(X,X)→ Z(Γ˜).
We claim that this is an epimorphism in Cˆk,l.
Proof is the matter of the remaining part of this chapter.
9.3. A functor on the category of oriented nets. Let ON> be
a symmetric monoidal category of glueings of oriented nets, having at
least one end at each connected component. Let us construct a functor
Z : ON> → k-vect. Fix the value of the functor Z on elementary
objects—D1, D2, D3 as in (ii)–(iv). So it is fixed on disjoint unions⊔
iXi of such objects: Z(
⊔
Xi) = ⊗iZ(Xi). (In fact, it is fixed only up
to a permutation of tensor multiplicands. To fix it completely, we could
define nets with chosen total ordering of the set V3 ⊔ V2 ⊔ V1, and add
to ON new morphisms, which change only that ordering. Obtained
category is equivalent to the old one. We shall not remind about such
tricks in the following.)
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The following condition determines the value of Z on ON>:
(xiii) Let f : Γ → Γ˜ be a glueing, and let the boundary of each
connected component of Γ˜ be not empty, then there exists a coend∮
Z(Γ) and the morphism∮ X∈Ck
Z(Γ; . . . , X ;X, . . . )→ Z(Γ˜; . . . ; . . . )
is an isomorphism of left exact functors.
Let Γ ∈ ON> be a connected net of genus g with k incoming and
l outgoing legs, k + l > 0. We construct a space Z(Γ) in the following
way. Let Γ1 be the net obtained from Γ by cutting all internal edges.
There is a canonical glueing f : Γ1 → Γ. We show the existence of the
coend ∮ X∈Cn
Z(Γ1;A,X ;X,B) ∈ Cˆk,l
and define Z(Γ) to be that functor.
Cut Γ at such edges w1, . . . , wg that the obtained net Γ2 is a tree.
Introduce “internal variables” W1, . . . ,Wg ∈ C corresponding to wi,
1 6 i 6 g, and let Y1, . . . , Yn−g ∈ C be other “internal variables” cor-
responding to other edges. Cutting along them breaks Γ2 into pieces,
forming Γ1. We have the whole collection of variables {X1, . . . , Xn} =
{W1, . . . ,Wg, Y1, . . . , Yn−g}. We apply Theorem 9.2. The coend∫ Y ∈Cn−g
Z(Γ1;A,W, Y ; Y, V, B) exists and gives the functor Z(Γ2;A,W ;V,B).
It is isomorphic to a functor
Hom(A1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Ak, B1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Bl ⊗ (V1 ⊗W1 )ˇ⊗ . . .⊗ (Vg ⊗Wg )ˇ)
with some parenthesis for tensor product. This is proved by induction
on the number of vertices of the tree. Inductive step use Lemma 9.1
similarly to calculation∫ X
Hom(A,X ⊗B)⊗Hom((C ⊗X)⊗D), E)
dB
≃
≃
∫ X
Hom(A⊗B ,ˇX)⊗Hom((C⊗X)⊗D), E) ≃ Hom((C⊗(A⊗B )ˇ)⊗D,E).
By Theorem 9.2∮ X∈Cn
Z(Γ1;A,X ;X,B) ≃
∮ W∈Cg
Z(Γ2;A,W ;W ;B) ≃
≃
∮ W∈Cg
Hom(A1⊗. . .⊗Ak, B1⊗. . .⊗Bl⊗(W1⊗W1 )ˇ⊗. . .⊗(Wg⊗Wg )ˇ)
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if the latter exists. We show that, indeed, it exists and equals
Hom(A1⊗. . .⊗Ak, B1⊗. . .⊗Bl⊗(
∫ W1∈C
W1⊗W1 )ˇ⊗. . .⊗(
∫ Wg∈C
Wg⊗Wg )ˇ)
for k + l > 0.
Using duality isomorphisms, we can assume that k = 1. Assume
that we are given functorial morphisms
iW1...Wg(A,B) : Hom(A,B1⊗. . .⊗Bl⊗C⊗(W1⊗W1 )ˇ⊗. . .⊗(Wg⊗ˇWg))→
→ G(A;B1, . . . , Bl)
which define dinatural transformation. Here C is an object of Cˆ and
G : Cop×Cl → k-Vect is a left exact functor. We prove by induction on
g that they all factorize through the unique morphism
Hom(A,B1⊗. . .⊗Bl⊗C⊗(
∫ W1
W1⊗W1 )ˇ⊗. . .⊗(
∫ Wg
Wg⊗Wg )ˇ)→ G(A;B).
If g > 1 denote by D the product B1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Bl ⊗ C ⊗ (W1 ⊗
W1 )ˇ⊗ . . .⊗(Wg−1⊗Wg−1 )ˇ and denote by G1(A) the left exact functor
G(A;B1, . . . , Bl) with fixed B1, . . . , Bl. There exists tautologically T ∈
Cˆ, such that G1(A) = Hom(A, T ). Dinaturality implies commutativity
of the diagram
Hom(A,D ⊗ (Vg ⊗Wg )ˇ)
Hom(A,D⊗f⊗Wgˇ)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ Hom(A,D ⊗ (Wg ⊗Wg )ˇ)
Hom(A,D⊗(Vg⊗f t))
y yi...,Wg
Hom(A,D ⊗ (Vg ⊗ Vg )ˇ)
i...,Vg
−−−→ Hom(A, T )
Hence, the following diagram in Cˆ commutes for any f : Vg →Wg:
D ⊗ (Vg ⊗Wg )ˇ
D⊗f⊗Wgˇ
−−−−−−→ D ⊗ (Wg ⊗Wg )ˇ
D⊗(Vg⊗f t)
y y
D ⊗ (Vg ⊗ Vg )ˇ −−−→ T
Consequently, there is a morphism in Cˆ
D ⊗
∫ W
W ⊗Wˇ∼=
∫ W
D ⊗ (W ⊗W )ˇ→ T.
The first isomorphism here follows from the fact that ⊗ preserves col-
imits in Cˆ. Thus, for any collection of objects B1, . . . , Bl,W1, . . . ,Wg−1
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we obtained morphisms
jB1,...,Bl,W1,...,Wg−1(A) : Hom(A,B1⊗ . . .⊗Bl⊗C⊗ (W1⊗W1 )ˇ⊗ . . .⊗
⊗ (Wg−1 ⊗Wg−1 )ˇ⊗ (
∫ Wg
Wg ⊗Wg )ˇ)→ G(A;B1, . . . , Bl)
functorial in A. Morphisms iW (A;B) are factorized through jB,W (A)
and the latter are characterized by that property.
One can prove that jW (A;B) ≡ jB,W (A) is functorial in A and Bi
and that jW is dinatural in W .
Constant tensor multiple F =
∫ Wp Wp ⊗Wpˇ can be adjoint to C.
We finish computation of
∮
Z(Γ1) by induction.
Thus, we defined a functor Z : ON → k-Vect.
Z(Γ)
def
=
∮
Z(Γ1) ≃ Hom(A1 ⊗ . . .⊗Ak, B1 ⊗ . . .⊗Bl ⊗ F ⊗ . . .⊗ F ).
This functor satisfies (i)–(iv), (vi), (vii).
Now we prove the property (xiii) for Z. We assume that Γ˜ is con-
nected with non-empty boundary. Any glueing f : Γ → Γ˜ can be
factorized into Γ
f1→ Γ′
f2→ Γ˜, where genus of Γ′ equals genus of Γ and
Γ′ is connected. Let variables Xi correspond to circles, glued by f1,
and let Yj correspond to ones, glued by f2. Considered morphism Z(f)
factorizes as∮
Z(Γ) ≃
∮ Y ∫ X
Z(Γ) ≃
∮ Y
Z(Γ′)→ Z(Γ)
by Theorem 9.2 and (vii). This is an isomorphism, because∮ Y
Hom(A1⊗. . .⊗Ak, B1⊗. . .⊗Bl⊗(Y1⊗Y1 )ˇ⊗. . .⊗(Yp⊗Yp )ˇ⊗F⊗. . .⊗F )→
→ Hom(A1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Ak, B1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Bl ⊗ F ⊗ . . .⊗ F ⊗ . . .⊗ F )
is an isomorphism.
9.4. Relations for insertions and reversals. We represent mor-
phisms X = ins, del : Γ → Γ′ from Section 6 by the following proce-
dure. Let Γ = Γ1 ∪ σ, Γ
′ = Γ1 ∪ σ
′, where X = ins, del : σ → σ′ is a
standard morphism, and X|Γ1 = id. Then we define Z(X) as
Z(Γ) ≃
∮
Z(Γ1)⊗ Z(σ)
H
id⊗Z(X)
−−−−−→
∮
Z(Γ1)⊗ Z(σ
′) ≃ Z(Γ′),
an isomorphism of coends, induced by isomorphism of underlying bi-
functors.
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Now we construct a functor Z on ON> extended by ins and del
satisfying the axioms. To deletion or insertion of a 2-vertex correspond
isomorphisms of Lemma 9.1. To deletion or insertion of a 1-vertex cor-
respond isomorphisms which are glueings of identity with
Z
(
✲ ✲
❄
rrX Y −−→✲ ✲rX Y
)
= Hom(X ⊗ I, Y )
Hom(r−1X ,Y )−−−−−−−−→ Hom(X, Y )
Z
(
✛ ✛
❄
rrY X−−→ ✛ ✛rY X
)
= Hom(I ⊗X, Y )
Hom(l−1X ,X)−−−−−−−−→ Hom(X, Y )
Z
(
✲ ✲✻
rrX Y −−→✲ ✲rX Y
)
= Hom(X, Y ⊗ I)
Hom(X,rY )
−−−−−−−−→ Hom(X, Y )
Z
(
✛ ✛✻
rrY X−−→ ✛ ✛rY X
)
= Hom(X, I ⊗ Y )
Hom(X,lY )
−−−−−−−−→ Hom(X, Y )
The orientation reversing morphism du is realized on external legs
as a glueing of identity with duality adjunctions
Z(duA) : Z
(
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rX
A B
)
= Hom(X,A⊗B)
d−1r−−→ Hom(Aˇ⊗X,B) = Z
(
❄
✧✧✸ ❜❜
srX
Aˇ B
)
,
Z(duB) : Z
(
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s
rX
A B
)
= Hom(X,A⊗B)
d−1
l−−→ Hom(X⊗B ,ˇA) = Z
(
❄
✧✧✰❜❜❦
rX
A Bˇ
)
,
Z(duX) : Z
(
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s r
A
YX
)
= Hom(X⊗Y,A)
dr−−→ Hom(Y,Xˇ⊗A) = Z
(
❄
✧✧✰❜❜❦r
A
YXˇ
)
,
Z(duY ) : Z
(
❄
✧✧✰❜❜s r
A
YX
)
= Hom(X⊗Y,A)
dl−−→ Hom(X,A⊗Y )ˇ = Z
(
❄
✧✧✸❜❜
s r
A
YˇX
)
.
The orientation reversing morphism rev for internal arrow is obtained
from the diagram of isomorphisms:∫ X
Z
(
✲❚❚
✔✔
r X)⊗Z ( ✲
❚❚
✔✔rX ) duX⊗duX−−−−−→ ∫ X∈C Z ( ✛❚❚
✔✔
r X)ˇ⊗ Z ( ✛
❚❚
✔✔rXˇ )
≀
∣∣∣ ≀∣∣∣
Z
 ❚❚
✔✔ ❚❚
✔✔✲r r
 rev−−→ Z
 ❚❚
✔✔ ❚❚
✔✔✛r r
 f≃ ∫ Y ∈C Z ( ✛❚❚
✔✔
r Y)⊗Z ( ✛
❚❚
✔✔rY )
where the isomorphism f is that from Lemma 9.1. This shows that the
relation (6.4) is satisfied. Similarly for (6.5), (6.6).
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The existence of Z(rev) : Z(Γ) → Z(Γ′) for arbitrary net Γ is
guaranteed by
Proposition 9.5. Let B : Cop × C → k-vect be a bifunctor. Then
B1(X, Y ) = B(Y ,ˇX )ˇ is also a bifunctor. Let
B(X,X)
iX−−−→
∫ X
B(X,X), B1(Y, Y )
jY−−−→
∫ Y
B1(Y, Y )
be their coends. Then there exists the unique isomorphism α of coends,
which make the diagram
B(X ,ˇX )ˇ
iXˇ−−−→
∫ X
B(X,X)∥∥∥ yα
B1(X,X)
jX−−−→
∫ Y
B1(Y, Y )
commute for any X ∈ C.
Proposition 9.6. The identity (6.7) is satisfied, that is, the diagram
Hom(C,A⊗ B)
dr ր ց d
−1
l
Hom(Aˇ⊗ C,B) Hom(C ⊗ B ,ˇA)
d−1l
x ydr
Hom(A ,ˇB ⊗ C )ˇ Hom(B ,ˇCˇ⊗ A)
dr տ ւ d
−1
l
Hom(Bˇ⊗A ,ˇ C )ˇ
is commutative.
The obtained functor satisfies (i)-(vii) and (xiii).
9.5. Nets without ends. We define also Z(Γ) for a connected net
without ends via insertion of a 1-vertex
Z(Γ)
Z(Ins)
−−−−−→ Z(Γ•) ≃ Z(ΓI).
Previous subsection shows that different choices give isomorphic an-
swers. The property (xiii) is still true.
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9.6. Relations for fusing. Now we construct a functor Z on the cat-
egory ON extended by ins, del, fus. We put
Z(fus) : Z
 ❚❚❫
✔✔
✢ ❚❚
❫
✔✔✣✲r rM
A B
C
 ≃ ∫ X∈C Hom(M,A⊗X)⊗Hom(X,B⊗C) ≃
≃ Hom(M,A⊗ (B ⊗ C))
Hom(M,aA,B,C)
−−−−−−−−→ Hom(M, (A⊗ B)⊗ C) ≃
≃
∫ Y ∈C
Hom(M,Y ⊗ C)⊗Hom(Y,A⊗ B) ≃ Z
 ❜❜s
✧✧
✰❜❜
s
✧✧✸
❄
r
r
M
A B
C
 .
The fusing pentagon (6.19) follows from the associativity pentagon in
C. We have to prove commutativity of diagrams (6.16), (6.17).
Proposition 9.7. The relations (6.16), (6.17) are satisfied, that is, the
diagrams
Hom(A,B ⊗ (C ⊗D))
Hom(A,aB,C,D)
−−−−−−−−→ Hom(A, (B ⊗ C)⊗D)
≀
y y≀∫ X
Hom(A,B ⊗X)⊗Hom(X,C ⊗D)
∫ X
Hom(A,X ⊗D)⊗Hom(X,B ⊗ C)
R
1⊗d−1r
y yR 1⊗d−1l∫ X
Hom(A,B ⊗X)⊗ Hom(Cˇ⊗X,D)
∫ X
Hom(A,X ⊗D)⊗Hom(X ⊗ C ,ˇB)
R
d−1
l
⊗dl
y yR d−1r ⊗dr∫ X
Hom(A⊗X ,ˇB)⊗Hom(C ,ˇD ⊗X )ˇ
∫ X
Hom(Xˇ⊗ A,D)⊗Hom(C ,ˇXˇ⊗B)
≀
y y≀∫ Y
Hom(A⊗ Y,B)⊗ Hom(C ,ˇD ⊗ Y )
∫ Y
Hom(Y ⊗A,D) Hom(C ,ˇ Y ⊗ B)
R
dr⊗1
y yR dl⊗1∫ Y
Hom(Y,Aˇ⊗B)⊗Hom(C ,ˇD ⊗ Y )
∫ Y
Hom(Y,D ⊗A )ˇ⊗ Hom(C ,ˇ Y ⊗ B)
≀
y y≀
Hom(C ,ˇD ⊗ (Aˇ⊗B))
Hom(Cˇ,aD,Aˇ,B)
−−−−−−−−−→ Hom(C ,ˇ (D ⊗ A )ˇ⊗B)
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Hom(D,A⊗ (B ⊗ C))
Hom(D,aA,B,C,)
−−−−−−−−→ Hom(D, (A⊗ B)⊗ C)
≀
x y≀∫ X
Hom(D,A⊗X)⊗ Hom(X,B ⊗ C)
∫ X
Hom(D,X ⊗ C)⊗Hom(X,A⊗B)
R
dr⊗1
x yR 1⊗d−1r∫ X
Hom(Aˇ⊗D,X)⊗Hom(X,B ⊗ C)
∫ X
Hom(D,X ⊗ C)⊗ Hom(Aˇ⊗X,B)
R
d−1
l
⊗1
x yR d−1r ⊗dl∫ X
Hom(A ,ˇX ⊗D )ˇ⊗ Hom(X,B ⊗ C)
∫ X
Hom(Xˇ⊗D,C)⊗ Hom(A ,ˇB ⊗X )ˇ
≀
x y≀
Hom(A ,ˇ (B ⊗ C)⊗D )ˇ
∫ Y
Hom(Y ⊗D,C)⊗ Hom(A ,ˇB ⊗ Y )
Hom(Aˇ,aB,C,Dˇ)
x yR dl⊗1
Hom(A ,ˇB ⊗ (C ⊗D )ˇ)
∼
←−−−
∫ Y
Hom(Y, C ⊗D )ˇ⊗ Hom(A ,ˇB ⊗ Y )
are commutative.
9.7. Relations for braiding and twists. We extend the functor Z
to the category generated over ON by ins, del, fus, Tw and Br. We
prove the relations involving Tw and Br. All conditions with Tw are
obvious or follow from equations
ν
✗✔
= ν ,
✗✔
ν
✖✕
= ν .
✖✕
The hexagon (6.25) for braiding
Hom(C,A⊗B)
Hom(C,cAB)
−−−−−−−−→ Hom(C,B ⊗ A)
follows from that one for commutativity c. Property (6.22) follows from
the equation
Hom(C, c2AB) = Hom(C, νA⊗B ◦ ν
−1
A ⊗ ν
−1
B ) = Hom(νC , ν
−1
A ⊗ ν
−1
B ).
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Proposition 9.8. The relations (6.23), (6.24) are satisfied. That is,
the diagrams
Hom(C,A⊗ B)
Hom(C,c)
−−−−−→ Hom(C,B ⊗ A)
d−1r−−→ Hom(Bˇ⊗ C,A)ydl
Hom(C, ν ⊗ B)
✻
Hom(B ,ˇA⊗ C )ˇyHom(B ,ˇ c)
Hom(C,A⊗ B)
dl←−−−−− Hom(C ⊗ B,A)
d−1r←−− Hom(B ,ˇCˇ⊗ A)
Hom(C,A⊗ B)
Hom(C,c)
−−−−−→ Hom(C,B ⊗ A)
d−1
l−−→ Hom(C ⊗ A ,ˇB)ydr
Hom(C,A⊗ ν)
✻
Hom(A ,ˇ Cˇ⊗B)yHom(A ,ˇ c)
Hom(C,A⊗ B)
dr←−−−−− Hom(Aˇ⊗ C,B)
d−1l←−− Hom(A ,ˇB ⊗ C )ˇ
commute.
9.8. A quotient functor. Let g : Γ′ → Γ be a glueing and gf1 =
gf2 : Γ
′ → Γ′′. Then Z(g)Z(f1) = Z(g)Z(f2). The morphism Z(g) :
Z(Γ′;A,X ;X,B)→ Z(Γ;A;B) can be regarded as a morphisms of left
exact functors belonging to Cˆk,l
Z(g) : ⊕X∈CnZ(Γ
′;A,X ;X,B)−−→Z(Γ;A;B).
It is an epimorphism if k + l > 0. Hence, by definition Z(f1) = Z(f2).
In case k = l = 0 we add one more leg A to our nets, obtaining new
morphisms g¯f¯1 = g¯f¯2. By the above considerations Z(f¯1) = Z(f¯2) :
Z(Γ¯;A; ) → Z(Γ¯′′;A; ). Setting A = I and applying isomorphisms we
change the end A to a 1-vertex. Deleting it we again deduce Z(f1) =
Z(f2).
When g is any other generator it is invertible, hence, in all cases we
proved that gf1 = gf2 implies Z(f1) = Z(f2). This means that the
functor Z is, in fact, defined on a category having the left cancellation
property.
Now we construct a functor Z as an epimorphic image of Z on the
category with left cancellations ON extended by ins, del, fus, Tw, Br
to k-vect.
Proposition 9.9. There exists a unique up to equivalence functor Z on
the category ON extended by ins, del, fus, Tw, Br to k-vect satisfying
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conditions (i)–(xi) of Section 9.2. It has also the property (xii). There
is an epimorphism Z → Z.
9.9. Construction of switches. Now we extend the functor Z to
EN . We shall show that there are exactly two such extensions, which
differ by a sign of Z(S).
Morphisms S±1 in EN must be represented by functorial in X iso-
morphisms
Hom(X, f) ≃ Z
(
✲
✛
✚
✘
✙✻rX
)
Z(S±1)
−−−−−→ Z
(
✲
✛
✚
✘
✙✻rX
)
≃ Hom(X, f).
Hence, they are induced by automorphisms S±1 : f → f in C.
Proposition 9.10. The axiom (6.28) is satisfied, or equivalently the
diagram at Figure 7 made of morphisms of left exact functors in X, Y
(quotients are taken in the category of left exact functors) with K =
Ker(
∫M
M ⊗Mˇ→ f) is commutative if and only if
✣✢
★✥
f
f
µ
S−1 =
(9.1)
for some morphism µ : I → f .
The relation (6.27) implies that
∫ X
X ⊗Xˇ
R
c
−→
∫ X
Xˇ⊗X
R
1⊗ν
−−−→
∫ X
Xˇ⊗X
iX
y yiXˇ
f
S−2
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ f
by Proposition 9.5. That is,
S−2 = γ : f → f (9.2)
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Hom(Y ⊗X, f)
Hom(cXY ,f)
−−−−−−−−→ Hom(X ⊗ Y, f)
Hom(Y⊗X,S−1)
y y≀
Hom(Y ⊗X, f) Hom(X ⊗ Y,
∫ N
N ⊗N )ˇ/Hom(X ⊗ Y,K)
≀
y y≀
Hom(Y ⊗X,
∫ M
M ⊗M )ˇ
Hom(Y ⊗X,K)
∮ N
Hom((X ⊗ Y )⊗N,N)/Hom(X ⊗ Y,K)
≀
y yHom(a,N)
H MHom((Y ⊗X)⊗M,M)
Hom(Y ⊗X,K)
∮ N
Hom(X ⊗ (Y ⊗N), N)/Hom(X ⊗ Y,K)
Hom(a,M)
y y≀
H MHom(Y ⊗ (X ⊗M),M)
Hom(Y ⊗X,K)
H N,P Hom(X ⊗ P,N)⊗Hom(Y ⊗N,P )
Hom(X ⊗ Y,K)
Hom(Y⊗ν−1X⊗M ,ν)
y y≀
H MHom(Y ⊗ (X ⊗M),M)
Hom(Y ⊗X,K)
∮ P
Hom(Y ⊗ (X ⊗ P ), P )/Hom(X ⊗ Y,K)
Hom(a−1,M)
y yHom(a−1,P )
H MHom((Y ⊗X)⊗M,M)
Hom(Y ⊗X,K)
∮ P
Hom((Y ⊗X)⊗ P, P )/Hom(Y ⊗X,K)
≀
y y≀
Hom(Y ⊗X,
∫ M
M ⊗M )ˇ
Hom(Y ⊗X,K)
Hom(Y ⊗X,
∫ P
P ⊗ P )ˇ/Hom(Y ⊗X,K)
≀
y y≀
Hom(Y ⊗X, f)
Hom(Y⊗X,S)
−−−−−−−−→ Hom(Y ⊗X, f)
Figure 7. The realization of a relation for a torus with
two holes
(see Section 8). So we find
✣✢
★✥
f
f
µ
=✣✢
★✥
f
f
µ
S = γ−1S−1 =
◗
◗
◗
◗◗ ✟✠
✧✧
✑
☛
(9.3)
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Theorem 6.13 from [10] states that if morphisms (9.1) and (9.3) are
inverse to each other, then µ is an integral of the Hopf algebra f . It is
unique up to a constant. The normalizing constant for the integral µ
is fixed up to a sign by (9.2). The relation
(ST )3 = λS2
for T =
∫
1⊗ ν : f → f and some constant λ is proven in [10]. Hence,
putting the central charge C equal this constant λ on Z(A1) we get the
relation (7.5). For arbitrary net Γ of genus g we set Z(CΓ) = λ
g.
Thus, we obtained a functor EN → k-vect satisfying all conditions
of Section 9.2. It is unique up to a choice of sign of the normalizing
constant.
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